
Stay in the Know

Changing of the Colors Ceremony by Jamie

Brown

On Thursday, April 7th, the Anaconda American

Legion held a Changing Of the Colors ceremony at

the Hearthstone Apartments here in town. The goal

of the ceremony is to take down the old American

flag and replace it with a new one. It is said that

you should change the flag outside of your home or

business every six to twelve months. The last time

the flag outside of Hearthstone was changed was

two to three years ago. The ceremony began around

11:30 a.m. A few of the residents at Hearthstone

gathered outside to watch. The members of the

American Legion began lowering the flag. Once the

flag was lowered, they removed it from the pole and

began to fold it. While two of the members were

folding the old flag, the third was preparing the

new flag to be placed in the sky. Once the new flag

was flying in the sky, everyone clapped then began

to enjoy some cake.

The Anaconda Saddle club by Madison

DeMarois

What is the Anaconda Saddle club you might ask?

It's a group of horse loving people who ride, train,

and love their animals. What does it take to become

a member? I'm glad you asked!! All you need to do

is get in contact with our president, Kristie

Vauthier, and she will give you all the details such

as how much a barn costs to rent and maintenance

rules and what all the fees are and what pasture

gets used when. Oh and cant forget about CLOSE  
THE GATES or Kristie will be mad and so will I.

I've been a member for 3 years, this summer will be

4 years. I keep my horse there in the summer, I

take good care of Sadie (my horse) and her pen,

also because I was taught by Kristie.

You can find the Saddle Club following the

highway west and after west valley you will see our

pasture and before the 45 speed limit sign is the

entrance, but be careful it's private property. The

Saddle Club also puts on o-mok-see which I

explained in a previous article of mine. We are one

community up at the Saddle Club; we all have to

collaborate to make things happen. We are

currently working on a crows nest above our arena

so we are not working in the concessions and we

would be able to host a state which will bring more

money and visitors to Anaconda.



Terra Firma Forme by Vivian Andersen

I have a skin condition called Terra Firma Forme.

I have marks covering my body slightly resembling

lizard scales in looks and texture, due to this I

started calling them my scales. If you meet

someone with this condition, I don't recommend

you call theirs scales. I began calling them my

scales in the roughly 3 years of having it, with no

clue what they were. This condition is probably

underdiagnosed. It's a relatively common condition

but it still took me about three years to get

diagnosed. I went to around 2 dermatologists and 5

doctors. Let’s dive into what Terra Firma Forme is.

Terra Firma Forme is a hyperpigmented skin

disease. It looks like polygonal brown specks in a

mosaic pattern. It is benign, which means it’s not

harmful. It’s a disorder of keratinization with

unknown cause. Keratinization means “Cells

producing large amounts of a protein called

keratin.” Keratin is the protein that makes up your

hair, skin, and nails. It seems to affect children and

young adults in particular. It’s thought to be a

disorder of keratinisation caused by delayed and

abnormal development of skin cells. “Adhesion

between keratinocytes is prolonged, with retention

of melanin, sebum, and microorganisms, causing

the formation of brown patches.” You can remove

the brown specks by whipping them with a cotton

pad soaked in 70% isopropyl alcohol, but don’t do it

if it causes irritation. Hope this brings more

awareness to Terra Firma Forme.

Spring 2.0

Things to do in the Spring by Addison

Hathaway

The spring is getting closer and closer even though

it snows all the time. The temperature is rising and

you can finally see the grass again. This means

there are a lot more fun opportunities. Anaconda is

not a very big place, but if you look closely there are

a handful of fun and exciting things to do. There

are many parks that have trails and volleyball nets,

if you like those kinds of things. There is a skate

park for anything that has wheels. Right next to the

skatepark is a softball field where you can practice

or just go there to have fun. Spring means that the

fun times are right around the corner, that is if you

don’t wake up in the morning only to find out it

snowed.

Camping Stuff and Stuff by Bryce Nelson

With summer being right around the corner,

everybody is excited to go camping, and if you're

not, grow up. Camping is very fun, if you have the

right equipment. Here is a list of some things you

should bring camping. 1: tent/camper. This ones

obvious, Even if you plan on sleeping under the

stars you should always bring a tent or camper. 2:

pre-cut firewood/chainsaw. One of the best things

about camping is having a warm fire to stand

around. Make sure you don't forget a lighter. 3:

First aid kit. When you're out camping, it's most

likely that you're miles away from the nearest

hospital. It's always good to be safe and bring a first

aid kit. 4: food/water. It is also likely that you're

miles away from any grocery stores, so make sure

to stock up on food and water. 5: 2020 RZR Pro

XP 4 Ultimate with 4-Wheel Hydraulic Disc with

Dual-Bore XL Front and Dual-Bore Rear Calipers

with DYNAMIX 2.0 Active Suspension System. Use

this list the next time you go camping because if

you don't, you could pass away.



Trapping by Tanner Mcdonald

Historically, people in Canada and the United

States have looked to the land to secure food and

provide for their households. Trapping is an annual

seasonal activity in which many people in North

America currently participate. Sociologists and

other researchers have begun to document the

importance of trapping in the lives of these people

who still look to the land – including the utilization

of wildlife – as part of their lifestyle. This lifestyle is

often not understood by the larger segment of

society whose members no longer hunt, trap, fish,

raise their own vegetables, cut their own firewood

or look to the land in other ways to provide for their

households.

Entertainment Corner

Crypt TV by Tristan Frossard

Crypt TV is a YouTube channel that specializes in

horror and uses some pretty good visual effects. As

far as I know there’s no CGI; they just have very

good costumes. By far they are the most creative

horror YouTubers I’ve seen in a while. They have by

far the biggest connected universe aside from

Marvel. Between”The Looksee, The Girl in The

Woods, The Door in The Woods, Sunny Family

Cult, The Birch, The Willows, Mira Mira, The Thing

in The Apartment,” and a few others, they have

enough content to keep you shaking in your bed at

night. Let's talk about one of the awesome

monsters, the Look-See.

The Look-See is a monster whose whole thing is

letting go of the past. The monster himself shows

up only if you do not let go of the past. After you see

a note, one of his servants wrote, that says “IF YOU

YOURSELF CANNOT RELEASE THEN IT WILL

COME TO TAKE A PIECE.” If you don’t let go of

the past then the Look-See monster will come to

either make you release or kill you and take the

aforementioned PIECE, often an object of

significance. Really great plot, visual effects, and

most importantly creepy as all get out. You should

really check them out and watch all of it. The lore is

pretty extensive too.

Skinwalker Ranch by Trae. S.

Skinwalker Ranch, also known as Sherman Ranch,

is a property located on approximately 512 acres

southeast of Ballard, Utah, that is reputed to be the

site of paranormal and UFO-related activities.

Brandon Fugal is the owner of Skinwalker Ranch

he is 48. Starting from 1776 - present day there

have been strange things on the ranch. Tons of

cows have been killed with perfected cuts and no

blood inside or around the cows.

If you want to know more, go to

https://www.skinwalkerranch.com/

GUEST, A Changeling Tale by Elain Chaney

From the master of spookiness, Mary Downing

Hahn. When malicious sprites called the Kinde

Folke to snatch Mollie's baby brother and replace

him with a hideous changeling, Mollie travels

through eerie, perilous lands to save him. The eerie

tale of a mischievous brother and sister who

pretend their grandmother's Vermont inn is

haunted and awaken the real spirits who inhabit

the place. If you like eerie and paranormal stories,

come check this out.



Ranch Dressing by Thomas Fortier

Ranch dressing was created in 1949 by Steve

Henson, a plumber that purchased a ranch right

above Santa Barbara, CA. They named it Hidden

Valley Ranch. They opened a steak house there that

became popular for its salad dressing (ranch). Then

by the 1950s, the dressing had become so popular

that they began selling dry ingredients in envelopes

so customers could make it at home. Ranch is good

on almost anything in my opinion. Since its

creation, Hidden Valley has created over 70

different varieties of ranch dressing. Ranch is the

most consumed salad dressing in America. What

makes ranch dressing ranch dressing? Ranch is

made with buttermilk, mayonnaise, and herbs and

onions. Mmmm-mmmmmm!


